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I. Executive Summary As the project of a Louvre museum in Abu Dhabi has recently been launched, it leads us to take a particular interest in the development of cultural tourism in the Gulf region. As our studies advanced, not only did we realized cultural tourism was in a strong development phase in this region, but also that the Gulf region was particularly aware of the need to embrace new technologies. For example, in Dubai, just like in Singapore or Honk Kong, a regional hub is in development. Even public services are increasingly taking advantage of new technologies. Governments in the Gulf region are involved in the idea of implementing new technologies in the public sector. We noted that introducing ICT in the cultural tourism industry in this region has arisen as a real need. As ICT indicators have shown, there is a tremendous amount of business potential in the field of cultural tourism in the Gulf countries. Université Paris Dauphine has positioned itself as a high scale, upper-class institution of higher education. In France, its name alone supports a reputation of quality and value. This reputation has been earned after years of academic excellence and numerous publications of quality research. Plus, Dauphine is located at the epicenter of European tourism. Paris boosts the world’s most famous museums and cultural attractions including the Museum of the Louvre, Grand Palais, Musée d’Orsay, and Musée Grévin. That is the reason why there was not better place to organize and accommodate a seminar on Cultural Tourism and Information Technologies for executives from the Arab Gulf countries. The program we propose is specifically targeted to them, and is completely original and unique.



II. Introduction 2.1. Dauphine Overview With 900 students, 400 permanent teachers and more than 150 training programs from the bachelor to the doctorate, the University Paris Dauphine is one of the leading universites in Europe in Organization and Decision. Since 1968, the "Dauphine University Center” provides multi-disciplinary education in the fields of Organizational Sciences and Decision (management, economy, mathematics, law, political sciences, sociology) allowing organizations to be studied in all their complexity, with no division between research and training.
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Moreover the University Paris Dauphine is increasingly open to the international exchange with more than 160 partnerships and almost 25% of students abroad. The University project relies on high level research led in eminent laboratories in the field of organizational sciences and decision and also on the professionalization of education. In that way the training is led by almost a thousand speakers from different firms and the practice of apprenticeships is increasingly developing. Moreover, the pedagogy of Dauphine gives preference to systematic teamwork. The education in Dauphine provides the required skills in order to reach positions with responsibilities in different kind of organizations (firms, administrations, associations), in initial or continued learning.
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2.2. Methodology 2.2.1. Organizational Chart



2.2.2. Methodology and Planning 1. The first step of the marketing project was to fairly identify the target collecting data. The data collection was organized around different axes: -The expectations of the potential client -The competitors and the state of the market 2. After the exact identification of these elements, it was important to analyze the environment of the market. That means to collect all data concerning the political, socio-cultural, economic, technological and legal environment of the market. The PESTLE analysis is mandatory in the understanding and awareness of the threats and the different barriers that exist. This data collection was progressed on both English and Arabic business and international body sites to have an overview of the field. 3. Moreover, to fairly describe the environment of the market, it was important to find, analyze our competitors to name our competitive advantages and draw a strategy plan to thoroughly meet the client expectations. 4. Comparably, we proceed to the analysis of our organization, taking in account the strengths and weaknesses, and the opportunities and threats. This SWOT analysis led to the awareness of our strengths and weaknesses and helped us to be prepared for the eventual difficulties. 5. The market positioning, targeting and the open market gave a fair and concrete representation of our market and an overview of what the market shall be. This is a concrete way to define objectives. 6. The Marketing Mix was a mandatory step to give a concrete image of the product, the promotion, the price and the partners involved in the project. 7. This phase was devoted to measure the added value at each step of the processes for both primary and support activities. 8. We found it essential to create a project management agenda for both the value chain and promotion in order to accurately organize time and manage the budget for each step. 9. The financial analysis was the final, but compulsory, step. This estimation plays a key role in the approval of a marketing plan. The estimation shall not be accurate; it rather gives an idea on the Seminar MECTIS
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required budget to start the plan and especially the return on investment. 10. The risk analysis was an added step to point out the physical risks against our product. This awareness enables us to accommodate and to develop strategy to protect ourselves against those threats. Retro-Planning :
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III. Strategic Analysis 3.1. Environment Analysis (PESTLE) The Gulf countries recently realized the urgent need to support the important factor of the society development: tourism, technology and education.



3.1.1. Political The Persian Arab Gulf Countries refers to six Arab Monarchical states joined since 1981 in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC): Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, the Sultanate of Oman, Kuwait, Qatar, and the United Arab Emirates. All of these states are hereditary monarchies with limited political representation. Concerning the Gulf countries, the concept of “tourism” is often referring to the incredible Dubai. Famous for its high scale hotels and malls, the United Arab Emirates is number one in leisure and luxury tourism. However, the phenomenon is not allocated to the whole region. Especially due to physical limitations and, partially, lacking scenic or cultural attractions and high price hotels it is unlikely that the Gulf countries shall be flooded by mass-tourism. Moreover, the restrictive attitude (visa procedures) of some governments was not helping developing the tourism industry. Nevertheless, each government is fairly and increasingly involved in the development of the travel and tourism industry (T&T industry). Indeed, according to the Travel & Tourism Competitiveness report 2009 UAE is obviously ranked the third for its prioritization of T&T industry.



Dubai was already famous for its leisure tourism. Nevertheless, the Gulf countries had recently launched new projects to give a new dimension to tourism in their respective countries. According to the Economist (“Smart art mart” Nov 20 th 2008), the Gulf States are each vying to be the new cultural centre of the Middle East. The Emirates Government is launching an innovative approach of the T&T industry in the Seminar MECTIS
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Gulf area in order to attract a new kind of tourism. Indeed, the Gulf States are fairly away from its Great neighbors like Jordan, Egypt or Syria. Focused on expanding leisure activities (beaches, luxury hotels, malls) within the thirty last years, they recently realized how important was to develop cultural attractiveness (exhibits, world heritage sites). The first projects were fairly huge. As usual, the UAE was the first to launch an impressive project. After the opening of the University of Sorbonne, Abu Dhabi was ready to pay approximately 700 million Euros for a “Louvre package” including the use of the name of ‘Louvre’, the access to some works of art and the management of the “Louvre of Abu Dhabi”, according to the French daily newspaper “Le Monde” (2000). And the Louvre is just the first of series of imposing projects in progress in Saadiyat Island, the cultural area of Abu Dhabi, evaluated by 27 billion dollars. These projects include the building of famous modern arts and culture museums such as the Guggenheim. The phenomenon is also spreading over the Gulf area. The four followers Qatar, Bahrain, Oman and Kuwait had especially experienced this year an impressive growth of their tourism industry. Consequently they realize the need to invest in tourism development. Qatar, Oman and Bahrain are impressively investing in the development of T&T industry, building high airports, hotels, resorts. At present they are promoting themselves as a Gulf destination creating tourism ministry and authority. Inevitably they are following the way of Abu Dhabi expanding cultural tourism industry. Qatar newly creates the Qatar’s Museum Authority (QMA) and launches several huge projects as the Qatar’s Museum of Islamic Art.



This overbuilding attitude is not entirely to give a cultural dimension to the area but rather to answer the governments’ ambitions to reach 3 million tourists in 2015 (1 million in 2005). In fact, the development of cultural tourism added to business tourism appears to be the trends to help reach this goal. Today, the Gulf States are registering an impressive growth of tourism (17%) despite the global crisis. This index takes a significant part in the GDP (4%, 8% in 2015). The expansion of cultural sites is also a way to attract the domestic tourism. The global crisis has strongly affected the travel and tourism industry in the Gulf countries. The Gulf people had obviously favored domestic tourism. Consequently, the crisis generated an increase of 31% in domestic tourism in Gulf countries (WTO statistics). This impressive increase led their respective governments to take into account the domestic needs in culture.
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Moreover, the T&T Report Indexes reveal an impressive readiness and willingness to expand their Travel and Tourism Industry thereby attracting Foreign Investment.



3.1.2. Economic Worldwide, the tourism industry has suffered due to the current state of individual economies in the face of a global crisis. Lower consumer spending means fewer vacations and thus less spending at tourist attractions and destinations. However, despite the recent downturn in tourism profitability, the tourism industry remains a very important economic sector. According to the World Tourism Organization, international tourist arrivals reached 924 million in 2008, representing an increase of 2 percent from 2007. From direct and indirect activities combined, the travel and tourism industry makes up 9.9 percent of global GDP (gross domestic product), 10.9 percent of world exports, and 9.4 percent of world investment. A growing travel and tourism sector contributes to employment and rises in national income. This industry plays an important role in poverty reduction in developing countries and drives growth and prosperity in many countries. Our target market will consist of the countries: Oman, Qatar, the United Arab Emirates, and Bahrain. The macroeconomic stability figures are compared to one another; these comparisons can be seen in the table below. 3rd Pillar: Macroeconomic Stability (rank/134)



Bahrain Kuwait Oman Qatar United Arab Emirates



3.01 Government Surplus/Deficit



18



1



6



14



3



3.02 National Savings Rate



30



1



26



3



14



3.03 Inflation



51



64



69



129



123



3.04 Interest Rate Spread



43



25



28



22



16



3.05 Government Debt



49



9



6



16



14



Overall ranking



20



1



13



19



24



40030



39939



Score (1-7)
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According to the Global Competitiveness Report 2008 - 2009 (GRC), the Persian Arab Gulf countries are all within the first 25, ranked out of 134 countries, in micro-economic stability, with Kuwait ranking number one overall. In most important categories for the majority of our target market, economic factors rank highly in comparison. In addition, each of these countries is moving from an efficiency driven economy to an innovation driven economy.



3.1.3. Socio-cultural The lack of cultural activity (World heritage cultural sites, international fairs and exhibitions, creative industries) remains striking. However, as we have seen previously, the Gulf States should expand their leisure tourism and the awareness and thereby the answer of the government to this missing cultural tourism industry that has recently been experienced.



Regarding the education system, United Nations Development Program (UNDP) reports an overwhelming situation of education in Middle East Countries. In 2000, 65 million of adults are illiterate (the two third are women) and 10 millions of children are uneducated over 280 millions of inhabitants. The UNDP considered that “the Arabic countries have to fill in the gap of knowledge broadly investing in education system and promoting the open mindedness. There is a need to create good conditions for individual, professional and public blossoming” (UNDP, 2003) Further to this report, the Gulf countries especially understand that the access to knowledge is a mandatory condition to the human and economic development. Fortunately this awareness led them to initiate a quest for the recovery of past excellence. Projects in the region are drawing a real “economy of intelligence”. According to the T&T Report Qatar (16th) owns at present a fairly active and a good quality educational system. This high rank is in part due to the recent development of a colossal campus in connection with the best universities around the world. UAE (38th) also improved its rate thanks to the opening of the Gulf Research Center in Dubai and the Sorbonne-Abu Dhabi which developed social and human sciences education. Moreover, the Mohammed Ben Rached Al Maktoum Foundation of Dubai invested 10 billion dollars in the promotion of education in the Arabic and Muslim countries. Saudi Arabia had recently inaugurated the Science and Technology University of the king Abdallah (3,600 hectares) willing to develop into the first global research centre. The Gulf countries are the owners of wonderful campus and have the best foreign teachers at their Seminar MECTIS
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disposal. However, there remain several obstacles before the countries can overpass the education crisis. It is very important that the governments give access to education to all by creating libraries, bookstores etc.



3.1.4. Technological • Information Communication Technology ( ICT) in the Gulf Countries As shown in the Travel & Tourism Competitiveness Report 2009, the Persian Gulf countries are ranked highly within 133 chosen countries. All of them are performing at a level higher than the average. Through these indicators, the extent to which ICT is implemented in these countries can be seen (Table1). First, United Arab Emirates (rank 30); Qatar (rank 37) and Bahrain (rank 44) are the most efficient in ICT infrastructure. Although Kuwait has a lower rank in these indicators (rank 58), it is the most advanced country in its reach of business internet use (rank 6th). Generally speaking, we see that their business environment and infrastructure is well developed (UAE is ranked 23, Bahrain 28 and Qatar 34). The use of the internet in the Gulf countries has sharply increased since 1997 for United Arab Emirates (from less than 5% of the population using internet to already more than 30% in 2002). The other Gulf countries have also followed this trend since 2000 (Graph 2). Today, when it comes to internet users ranking, UAE is still far ahead (rank 26), while Qatar (rank 40), Bahrain (49) and Kuwait (50) are following. Also, we observe that the Gulf countries benefit from a high rate of mobile telephone subscriptions (UAE is ranked 1st, Qatar is 2nd, Bahrain is 4th among 133 countries). Table1: Comparison of Gulf countries’ ICT indicators Qatar



Oman



Bahrein



United Arab Emirates



Kuwait



Business environment & infrastructure



34



53



28



23



50



ICT infrastructure



37



75



44



30



58



Extent of business internet use



53



67



60



37



6



Mobile telephone subscribers



2



45



4



1



43



Internet users



40



63



49



26



50
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Graph 2- The use of Internet in the Gulf countries (Per 1,000 population) (1992–2002) • ICT development should be seen as government initiatives: In the Gulf region, Arab countries are increasingly adopting new technologies. This ICT development is largely due to governments’ initiatives. In fact, the United Arab Emirates were the first to launch in 2000 an “E-government project” when Sheikh Mohammed announced a plan aiming to move to paperless offices. The other Gulf countries followed in the adoption of ICT by transforming their societies into digital ones. A recent market shows that Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC ) countries’ current IT spending were $5 billion annually (2003) and were expected to be doubled by 2010. Currently, the average ICT spending in the region is between 2% to 4% of GDP as compared to an average of 8% in developed countries. As clearly described in the table below, Gulf countries1 have embraced an ICT strategy, that is including in the long run, the creation of Technology Incubators.



1



“Gulf states”: Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Qatar, the United Arab Emirates and Oman.
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• What is at stake in term of technology development in the Gulf region? The awareness of the need to embrace technology is present throughout the Arab states. For instance, in Dubai, much like Singapore or Hong Kong, a regional hub is in development. Even public services are increasingly taking advantage of new technology. In the Gulf region, governments have realized that ICT is useful to address sustainable development. First, by creating ICT specific initiatives and also by using ICT to support a range of activities from public sector service development to the increase of private sector efficiency. Therefore, we notice that Gulf countries are thinking of how to sustain their development while their economy is dependent on oil revenues. As governments are involved enough in implementing new technologies in the public sector and offering initiatives for the private sector, we obviously see that introducing ICT in the cultural tourism industry in this region is no longer merely a dream. Moreover, ICT indicators show this move toward ICT tools. This new trade emphasizes the existence of a potential market in the sector. In conclusion, there is a tremendous amount of business potential for IT firms in the field of cultural tourism in the Gulf countries. Along with these countries, it should be taken into account the future potential in the middle income countries like Morocco, Tunisia, Egypt, Jordan, Syria and Yemen



3.1.5. Legal The legal analysis of the Gulf countries shows decent rankings for each of our target countries concerning property rights, transparency of government policymaking, time required to start a business, and government support in the travel and tourism industry. We can conclude that these countries are open to foreign investment and promoting our product abroad will not be met with difficulties and challenges concerning the governments in our target market.
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1st pillar: Policy rules and regulations



BAHREIN EMIRATES KUWAIT OMAN



QATAR



1.01 Prevalence of foreign ownership



14



79



131



92



97



1.02 Property rights



37



43



27



41



31



1.03 Business impact of rules on FDI



6



49



129



84



71



1.04 Visa requirements*



105



104



103



86



107



1.05 Openness of bilateral Air Service Agreements*



58



45



126



99



52



1.06 Transparency of government policymaking



31



17



91



18



21



1.07 Time required to start a business



23



50



93



38



9



1.08 Cost to start a business



6



71



16



30



61



3.2. SWOT Analysis 3.2.1. Strengths The strengths of Université Paris Dauphine can be found in both its location and inherent qualities. First, Dauphine is located at the epicenter of European tourism. Paris boosts the world's most famous museums and cultural attractions including the the Museum of the Louvre, the Orsay Museum, Grand Palais, Grevin Museum, and the Museum Quai Branly just to name a few. Paris welcomes an average of 16 million tourists per year. The Louvre is the world's first museum, with partnerships and lended artwork worldwide. The Louvre is currently working on a new project called "Louvre Abou Dabi", the creation of a new museum under the name "Louvre" located in the second largest city of the United Arab Emirates, Abu Dhabi. The Louvre will work closely with the new museum, opening in 2013, lending artwork for the first 10 years. French cultural institutions will be engaged in the conception and proposal of exposition projects for 15 years. The idea behind the project is to combine cultures in order to make an original museum. Université Paris Dauphine specializes in the creation of new knowledge through their renowned high level of research led by organizational science and decision-making laboratories. Dauphine offers seven main disciplines of study which include: management, economics, mathematics, computer science, law, sociology, and political science. The university itself is large in both the size of its campus and staff, yet it focuses on small group classes. At Dauphine, research and courses are geared towards equipping students with the skills necessary for leadership positions in organizations through initial training as well as continued education. Nearly a thousand of its lecturers are business professionals and alternation is practiced in all its forms, such as internships and apprenticeships. Dauphine is one of the leading universities in Europe with more than 160 partnership agreements and nearly 25% of students being foreign. Also, Dauphine has an enormous network of alumni currently integrated in both national and international companies. Alumni are dispersed through the world's top companies which provide a huge advantage in the diffusion of information concerning Dauphine and their proposed programs.
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1.4.2.Weaknesses The weaknesses of Université Paris Dauphine must be addressed and analyzed in order to fully proceed with our marketing plan. The first concern is the low level of notoriety of Dauphine on a worldwide scale, as this may hinder our marketing efforts as a presence has not already been firmly established. A second concern is the fact that Dauphine is specialized in neither cultural tourism nor information technology. As this is the theme of our program, Dauphine may need to recruit outside of their staff to teach courses. Next, being a public establishment, Dauphine has a limit of financial resources that can be expended for such a project, keeping us within certain limits. Finally, Dauphine does not have a foothold or presence in any of the regions in our target market, again reemphasizing their low level of notoriety worldwide.



3.2.3. Opportunities The opportunities for our product in regards to our potential customers and considering the outside environment are vast. Our MBA Executive Summer Seminar will seek to bring in executives in the cultural tourism industry from countries including United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Bahrain, and Oman. In terms of the demand, our analysis concludes that the potential is very high. According to the Travel and Tourism Competitiveness Report 2009, our selected countries, with at least three countries out of four in each category, are ranked highly on sustainability of tourism development, government expenditures and prioritization and overall openness to tourism. Taking especially into consideration that the United Arab Emirates are ranked number one in both sustainability in travel and tourism industry development and effectiveness of marketing and branding. This information translates into the fact that as these countries develop and profit from their tourism industries, the potential need exists to provide further training to their executives in the various disciplines of business, especially concerning Information Technology. This presents an enormous opportunity for our program to attract executives in the tourism industry in the Gulf countries by offering education that will train them and inspire them to improve their business in terms of attractiveness and effectiveness. As information technology gains territory in every aspect of business, a large interest exists in the acquisition of knowledge in proper utilization and implementation of new and innovative programs and information systems. A proposal of information technology implementation in ways that information technology has not traditionally been used in the cultural tourism industry is an exciting and compelling opportunity for businesses as well as Dauphine. In terms of the economy, the opportunities to attract foreign investment in our program exist as these countries show stable economies. The tourism industry is thriving and active and is an important factor in the economic growth of a country. The average growth rate of visitors alone in the United Arab Emirates was 10 percent in 2008 with around 9.7 million arrivals. As tourism in 2009 faced a decrease of 5 percent, given current economic conditions worldwide, a growth recovery is forecast for 2010 according to the United Arab Emirates Tourism Report Q3 2009.



3.2.4. Threats Our MBA Executives program is threatened by several outside forces, from competitors and economic factors. It is important to consider that universities in Anglo-Saxon countries are already highly interconnected with businesses and universities in the Middle East. French universities especially are lacking coverage and notoriety in these countries at the present time. The exception exists, however, with Parisian Seminar MECTIS
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universities such as the Sorbonne and Descartes, who already have subsidiary universities located in the United Arab Emirates. Dauphine has no such recognition of this kind. If the Sorbonne, for example, should chose to conduct an Executives Summer Seminar, within the same target industry and market, Dauphine risks losing a large percentage of potential customers. The Sorbonne already implements the Master 2 Pro Cultural and Territorial Tourism, Unity of Formation and of Research specialized in the Arab world. Aside from competition from neighboring universities, other MBA Executive Summer Seminars aimed at the Cultural Tourism industry pose a threat as well. According to UNESCO and WTO, there are already competitors established in this field, who possess a competitive advantage due to their experience. Economic factors also pose a threat, in regards to lowered consumer spending and an unstable worldwide economy should be taken into account as well.



Strengths



Weakness



- Cultural Tourism in Paris



- Low international notoriety



- Louvre connections to UAE



- Not strong in tourism or IT



- Specialty in research



- Limited financial resources



- 160 partnerships



- No presence in target market



- Alumni network



Opportunities



Threats - Lower consumer spending due to economy



- Growing tourism in Gulf countries - Sorbonne and Decartes - Government support of cultural tourism industry - Anglo-saxon universities - Stable economies ready for investment - Similar MBA executive summer seminars



3.3. Target Demand



Users



National or International managers working in the cultural tourism industry – or developing a business in that field – in Qatar, Bahrain, Oman, and the United Arab Emirates.



Buyers



National or International corporations working in the cultural tourism industry – or developing a business in that field – in Qatar, Bahrain, Oman, and the United Arab Emirates.
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Travel & Tourism Competitiveness Report 2009 : Qatar



United Arab Emirates



Oman



Bahrain



Overall 2009 Index



37



33



68



41



Sustainability of T&T industry development



20



1



22



74



T&T government expenditure



29



30



113



49



Governement prioritization of the T&T Industry



53



3



52



61



Effectiveness of marketing and branding



48



1



59



75



Tourism openess



29



32



92



33



Time required to start a business



9



71



38



23



As we can see on the table above, the 4 countries we have chosen are currently trying to improve their tourism. Except Oman, they are all among the 50 first countries in term of Travel and Tourism competitiveness. In Qatar, United Arab Emirates and Oman, the tourism industry is growing quickly, ranking them respectively 20th, 1st and 22nd among the 133 countries evaluated in the study in terms of Sustainability of Travel and Tourism industry. Note that the UAE are the first in that particular field, showing how dynamic the country is in term of Tourism development. The country is also first in term of effectiveness of marketing and branding. Keeping this in mind, one could imagine that the growing number of companies that work directly in the tourism industry could supply potential customers to the program we propose. Indeed, the supply growth will encourage companies to seek means of differentiation. The tourism openness and the time required to start a business indexes give us more information about the willingness of the countries to welcome foreign contributions in terms of tourism. Thus, we note that all our countries have high rankings in both indexes and have a competitive advantage in at least one of the criteria. Therefore, the potential customers could be willing to invest in a foreign contribution for their business. The most interesting pieces of information can be taken from the Travel and Tourism Government Expenditure and The Government Prioritization of Travel and Tourism Industry indexes. All the selected countries have a notably high ranking in each - with the exclusion of Oman for the government expenditure index. This demonstrates a potential demand among governmental institutions. Indeed, all the governments are spending an ever increasing amount of money in their tourism industry, and making it a high-priority field for the future. This opportunity should be taken into account in our business development.



3.4. Competitive Analysis There are several existing seminars that focus on cultural tourism in the Middle East. For instance, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) organized a seminar September 2001 called the "International Seminar on Cultural Tourism: Perspectives for Sustainable Seminar MECTIS
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Development and Management of World Heritage Sites". The Seminar, held in Damascus (Syrian Arab Republic) dealt with the question: How can Middle East actors and institutions in charge of safeguarding cultural heritage on the one hand and of promoting cultural tourism on the other develop convergent efforts and provide new means of action? (portal.unesco.org). In 2004, in the same city, the World Trade Organization (WTO) organized the "Regional Seminar on E-tourism - The route for competitive success”. As far as international Western colleges are concerned, some rather prestigious schools offer executive summer seminars. Overall, our main competitors include: • LSE: The London School of Economics, which is acknowledged as Europe’s best business school, proposes summer executive programs which last one week. However, none of the courses proposed are about IT and/or cultural tourism. • Stanford University proposes an intensive twelve day program, but has no courses on new technologies. Harvard remains our main Western competitor with an appealing 4 day program and some very high quality conferences on IT and innovation. • In our own territory, the INSEAD, a French engineering school, offers a 5 day program and are already present in Abu Dhabi. Yet, in our favor, none of the courses they offer are about cultural tourism or the use of IT in this field. A few other seminars were organized regarding cultural tourism, but were targeting journalists. Thus, there are a very few seminars organized in Cultural Tourism, others in IT and tourism, but there is no seminar that combines all 3 subjects. However, we did show that there was a potential demand in developing cultural tourism in Middle East, especially from governments. Today, the development of a business can't be done without Information Technology. A seminar dealing with both cultural tourism and IT is more than likely to have overwhelming success.
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IV. Marketing Strategy 4.1. Marketing Objectives, Positioning and Targeting 4.1.1. Marketing Objectives Our marketing objectives are encompassed in three main goals. First, we want to plant the first presence of Dauphine in the Persian Gulf countries. We want the name to be circulated and a reputation and basic knowledge about Dauphine to be established. Within 5 to 7 years, we hope to be the number one choice in continued education of executives in this region. Second, we plan to promote our MBA Executives Summer Seminar, Middle East Cultural Tourism and Information Systems (MECTIS). Third, through the success of our summer program and the programs that will follow, we aspire to expand the offerings and competences of Dauphine in the field of cultural tourism and information technology. Our first strategy in gaining a foothold in the Persian Gulf countries will be met with increased marketing activity in the forms of direct marketing via personally addressed letters and information packets to potential clients, phone calls, and free informative conferences. Also, through mass marketing, we plan to run advertisement campaigns in magazines frequently circulated through the Middle Eastern cultural tourism industry. Our second strategy is to integrate within our program attractive elements that differentiate our product from the competitors. This includes, exclusive access to Paris’ most famous cultural tourism attractions, such as Louvre and Musée d’Orsay, a certification from Université Paris-Dauphine and an after program website that will act as a community to share ideas and experiences from within the industry. Our third strategy, after the first few programs have passed, we will possess a much clearer view of our finances, market, and areas of improvement. Therefore, allowing us to analyze the importance of this program and make way for the possibility of expansion and advancement of the subject at Université ParisDauphine.



4.1.2. Positioning Université Paris Dauphine has already positioned itself as a high scale, upper-class institution of higher education. In France, the name alone supports a reputation of quality and value. This reputation and position have been earned after years of academic excellence and the publication of quality research. In regards to positioning in terms of this product, with Dauphine’s already numerous corporation partnerships, it will be seen as an exclusive program for executives in prosperous positions. Already, potential clients, competition and the surrounding environment view Dauphine’s products and services with high regard. Our product will fulfill the previous perceptions of Dauphine and our target market will find an initial attraction by our reputation. What we offer is a highly differentiated product. It is specifically targeted to a niche market, that is the cultural tourism industry and information technology, and the program itself is completely original and unique. We are focusing on two main benefits that customers will receive as a result of our purchasing our product and those are: a) For the company, this education will aid Seminar MECTIS
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them in the improvement of their information technology use and b) for the executive alone, this certification for Université Paris Dauphine will aid in the launching of their own careers.



4.1.3. Segmentation and Targeting The European Foundation for Management Development (EFMD) conducted a study in 2009, based on 61 private business schools, universities, or organizations linked to universities that are involved in the organization of executive development programs in order to discover information regarding their participants, revenues, and offerings. According to the study, a majority of organizations offer customized programs specifically tailored for one specific client. For 68% of the organizations in the study, less than 25% of revenues of Executive Education programs come from clients in the public sector, 27% said 25-50% of their revenue comes from the public sector. The average number of clients for executive programs that are customized and company specific executive education programs ranged from 10 to 40 clients. Our target market consists of the five Persian Arab Gulf countries: Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, and the United Arab Emirates. Our market is targeted based on Geography, and also on the fact that these countries are emerging and becoming ever present in the world of cultural tourism. More specifically, within these countries, we will target cultural tourism institutions; these include attractions such as museums and institutes of art, culture, history, etc. Therefore, in terms of actual clients, our main targets consist of two separate categories. First, we will market to the governments of these countries, in a business to administration fashion, as government support of arts and culture is essential and vital to its growth and success. Our second market segment is the board of directors and/or executives who direct such institutions; this will comprise more of a business to business approach.



As we seek to segment based on a homogeneous interior with a heterogeneous exterior, we can group, we must consider that the Persian Gulf countries share many commonalities, but at the same time represent different cultures, markets, and have varied needs. We must then segment by country as well as separate business from administration, as they each have different needs based on different sets of interests, references, and goals. Each of our segments must meet the criteria of being identifiable, accessible, sustainable, durable, and with unique needs. In our marketing, however, it is important to find the commonalities that interconnect and unite these market segments to facilitate our marketing efforts in order to reduce costs. International marketing becomes complicated in terms of cultural and language differences, however, the Persian Gulf countries are united through the Arabic language and similarities in culture due to their proximity are inevitable and can be leveraged in our marketing. Finally, this leads us to the most important factor of our target and that is our desire to truly reach those institutions and governments who are ready and willing to invest in information technologies. Therefore, marketing will be focused to attract the attention of those involved in the cultural tourism industry that could actually benefit from new communication technologies within their own institutions or museums.



4.1.4. Open Market To estimate total achievable possible sales, we searched the number of potential clients. “How many organizations could be interested by our program?” This program could interest around 30 museums. However, we have to consider all IT specialized firms, which could implement New Information and Communication Technologies in these museums and tourism places. Seminar MECTIS
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Number and types of potential clients Countries



Number of museums



Number of IT Firms



Emirates



12



146



Qatar



2



52



Bahrain



2



11



Oman



7



4



Kuweit



6



2



Total



29



215



Thus we have, at the present time, 30 museums and 215 IT specialized firms so 245 potential clients for 857,500 € total sales. We have to know that this number of potential clients could rapidly increase, taking into account fast development of tourism and IT in the Gulf countries. As we’ve seen before, the crisis generated an increase of 31 % in domestic tourism in Gulf countries (WTO Statistics). Excluding the crisis, this increase in tourism would be still important and could increase the number of cultural and touristic firms. We can hope that total sales could increase too around 985,000 € (857,000 € plus 15 % in 5 years).
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4.2. Marketing Mix 4.2.1. Product The MECTIS Seminar will offer the executive managers the opportunity to learn from and experiment the French Now-how in term of Cultural Tourism and Information Technologies. The Seminar will take place during four days, with the program below: Morning



Afternoon



Introduction + Cocktail presentation



Strategic analysis of cultural tourism in the Gulf Region



Morning session I: How to adapt IT to cultural tourism market?



Afternoon Session: Change Management: How to adapt the structure to an IT implementation?



Day 1



Day 2



Evening



Evening Study group sessions



Morning session II: Last use of new technologies in the cultural Late Afternoon: Business Case tourism sector about Change Management Morning session I: Business Process Management in Cultural tourism Day 3



Morning session II: Shared experience from a professional from the IT sector



Day 4



Backstage visit



Afternoon Session: Display of a virtual visit of a musuem Late Afternoon: Shared experience from a professional from cultural tourism sector



Evening Study group sessions



Interview / Debate with members of the board of directors



The program will include courses about Information technologies and Cultural Tourism, but also about Change Management. Indeed, most of the Executive managers who will come to our seminars will be managers who work in a company working in the cultural tourism field and facing a change in its organization. Most often, this change will be the implementation of an IS in the company. During the courses, the managers will also discover the last innovations in terms of IT in the cultural tourism field. For instance, they will study the RFID innovation which enables the visitors to get information on their telephone about the painting in front of them, or the virtual visits on Museum websites, etc. The last day, the managers will be brought to the Musée d'Orsay in order to see in a real situation how a company working in the field of Cultural tourism and using IT is run. First, a manager will show them the "backstage", with a visit of the offices. They will be explained how the new technologies are integrated to the functioning of the museum, and will have the opportunity to see the Musée d'Orsay's innovations. Then, the managers will visit the museum as simple tourists and will, by doing so, see how the visitors see and use the innovations. Then, members from the Board of Directors will debate with them about what they have seen during the day.
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After the seminar, managers who took part to it will have the opportunity to become member of the MECTIS Seminar Community on our website. This website will be at the same time a source of information and a network to stay in touch with the other managers who attended the seminar.



On the website’s home page, visitors will find information about the Executive Summer School of Université Paris Dauphine, but also about the MECTIS Seminar and our partners (logo with links). They will find articles and news about cultural tourism and information technologies. Finally, they will be able to register on our network or to log on their profile.
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After entering his personal information and paying the registrations fees, the new member will be able to do several actions on their profile: • Seminar MECTIS : In this section, the member will find information about the seminar • Summary of the previous seminars and filmed interviews of the speakers • Information about the next seminars and access to the registration form • My online courses: • Written versions of the courses held in the previous seminars visible online (not downloadable) • Relevant articles about Cultural Tourism and Information Systems • My events : Members will have the opportunity to organize private events and invite their contacts to this event • Information about the events organized by the member: Number of contacts who will attend, ect. • Information about the events where the member is invited: Date, Location, etc. • My profile: In this section the member will have the opportunity to change his information, his picture, etc. • My network : Here, the member will find information about his contacts • Forum : In this section, members will be able to discuss Cultural Tourism and IS Seminar MECTIS
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4.2.2. Promotion Our main targets are influential executives in United Arab Emirates, Kuwait, and Qatar. To reach this target, we need to promote our product through relevant channels of communication that directly touch these regions. We decided to promote our product through four main channels: specialized local publications, internal communication, public relations and targeted brochures. Our promotions will begin by sending industry and enterprise specific brochures to the executives in our target market in November 2009. This will be followed by the internet banner campaigns, a press conference in January 2010 with an ad words campaign beginning at the same time, and completed by press coverage following the free press conference. For a better understanding of the timeline of events concerning each of our chosen means of communication, please refer to ANNEX 1. The promotion campaign will start from eight months before the seminar and will end one month before its beginning. This allows for a six months promotional campaign, which is sufficient. MEDIA COMMUNICATION Specialist Publications We would like to regularly appear in specialist publications, in a simple advertising insert size. A recent 2008 survey made by EFMD (cf. ANNEX 2) showed that adverts in local newspaper was one of the most used channels by universities to promote their executives programs. Therefore, we decided to appear, 6 months before the seminar, in one general business magazine, and in two others specialized in tourism and new technologies. • Gulf Marketing Review is a magazine circulated in the United Arab Emirates. It covers marketing & advertising business subjects. The website is in English. Launched in 1993, it became the most acknowledged business magazine in the United Arab Emirates. Its readers are mainly top managers of marketing departments, and other types of executives. Including news, analysis, features and research on a large range of products, it satisfies the Gulf’s business leader’s thirst on subjects related to business intelligence. • Travel Arabia Magazine Travel Arabia is a monthly magazine which promotes tourism in the Arab region and elsewhere. It is addressed to regional readership, locals and expatriates. It gives essential information to travellers in a technical, cultural and professional way. It was the first cultural travel magazine promoting tourism in the Arab region. Travel Arabia is of very high print quality, which is very coherent with the image of the product we sell. Therefore, a publication in such a magazine will bring credibility to our product. It is sold in regional markets, and at the same time distributed for free to major regional travel agencies, Airlines and Hotels. • Channel Middle East is a monthly magazine specialized in IT and consumer electronics. The magazine is written in English and targets high executives. According to the editorial direction of the magazine, it tracks how the region distributors are working to expand their reach and presence in the Gulf region. Internet As Internet has become a prominent media constantly present in our target’s daily life and because all our main competitors (LSE, Stanford,) us it as a main source of advertising and promotion, it is necessary for us to use it as one of our main tools of promotion. We chose two means by which to promote our Seminar MECTIS
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seminar on the Internet: through banners on relevant websites, through and mass, yet target specific, marketing, such as Google ad words. → Promotion through Banners We would like to promote our seminar through banners that we would make ourselves and which we would place on pre-bought space for the four following websites. We only chose four websites because the cost of banners is high, and our budget could be more effectively allocated on more efficient means of communication like specialist publications. • www.gmr-online.com: is the website of the marketing review previously mentioned. Advertising for conferences or seminars can often be found on this site. • www.arabianbusiness.com: is the site of a business magazine called Arabian Business. The website delivers a lot of information about the Middle East Industry and Business news and is welldesigned to accommodate banners. • www.gulfnews.com: is the website of business magazine, Gulf News, which is relatively young. The website is colorful and designed to attract young influential executives. • www.gulf-times.com: is the website of a business magazine called Gulf Times. → Promotion through Google Ad Words We want to increase the visibility of our internet website through the commercial referencing of Google ad words. This mean of communication is effective and inexpensive. The auction system of ad words uses a system that charges for your ad only if the net surfer actually clicks on it. In defense of this type of advertising, today, the average net surfer uses expressions in his or her search more than the method of single key words alone, and the more key words required for your ad to appear on top , the less competitors you have , and the less you are required invest for your ad diffusion. Knowing this, it should not be hard for us to optimize our investments on this promotion. We will then choose some expressions such as “conference on IT and cultural tourism”, or “cultural tourism and IT” if we want to optimize our investment and to see our ads to appear on the top of the search pages. NON-MEDIA COMMUNICATION We decided to center our non-media communication essentially on low-cost and effective means, such as public relations and B-to-B brochures. Public Relations As we are planning to organize free talks and conferences to introduce the seminar (cf. paragraph below: 4.3.1.1 Porter value chain>primary activities>Inbound logistics), we plan to invite 10 influential journalists to a conference followed by a cocktail six months before the launch of the seminar. Our goal is to encourage them to talk about our product in their magazines. We will primarily target journalists specialized in tourism, culture, IT, but will invite a couple of general business journalists. B-to-B brochures The study we mentioned previously (ANNEXE 2) also showed that 86% of the universities which have an executive program use brochures or catalogue of portfolio to promote them. This justifies our second choice of non-media communication. We would like to undertake a bulk mailing of 5,000 descriptive brochures of our seminars to all the influent institutions and companies of United Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Seminar MECTIS
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and Qatar specialized in IT, tourism, or culture. By sending brochures to our target we will give a concrete image of the service and a synthetic overview of the seminar. It is a way to appeal to the potential client before implementing more aggressive methods. Retro-planning of the Promotion: TASKS



November 2009



December 2009



January 2010



February 2010



March 2010



April 2010



May 2010



June 2010



July 2010



PROMOTION Sending of brochures Banners campaign SEMINAR



Public relation conference Adwords campaign Press



4.2.3. Place One of our major places for distribution is the internet. To present the program to clients and purchasing, this is necessary to purpose an accessible place. A website could be the solution. We could implement a purchase page on it. However, due to the distance between our clients in Middle East and us, we should meet them directly during a first free conference in Abu Dhabi. This conference could allow us to present ourselves and inform potential clients. The local press could be contacted to have a large communication. Interested clients could reserve their place and benefit from a special discount. It also could be useful to participate to an international and/or local tourism fair to meet new clients.



4.2.4. Price Concerning the price, we had to know the prices of competitors in order to be competitive. We can use the results of a survey completed by EFMD, an international organization which provides a forum for information on the best practices in management development. EFMD is also recognized as an accreditation body in management education and has established accreditation services for business schools and business school programs, corporate universities and technology-enhanced learning programs. We can see in the 2008 survey which concerned numerous education programs that for Board level participants the average price per day per participant is globally around 750 €. That means, according to this survey, our program could be proposed at about 2,300 €, excluding catering and accommodation. We believe we can propose a higher price around 3,000 € for the high quality and specific courses of the program.
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We also studied prices of our competitors in Europe and in the US. LSE (London School of Economics) purposes an executive summer school during one week for 3,037 € (excluding catering and all accommodation). INSEAD, a French competitor which is implanted in Abu Dhabi, purposes a 5 day program for 2,500 €. Harvard Business School purposes a 4 day program for 5,286 € including tuition, books, case materials, accommodations, and most meals. Stanford purposes a 12 day program, but for 4 days that represents 4,549 € including accommodations, meals, and materials. Then, considering our program and others from competitors, we should purpose a price around 3,000 € excluding accommodation, and 4,500 € including them to be competitive.



4.2.5. Partners The development of different partnerships and network is the key to empower our product. The various partners play a role at the key stages of the conception, the development and the implementation of the seminar. Before the launch of the seminar promotion, the partnerships will feed our research and development needs: • The development of partnerships with Universities and especially Research programs play a key role in the conception and definition of the product. These partnerships will provide us all the required knowledge and the mandatory awareness of the trend concerning Information Technology and the development of Cultural Tourism. • Our involvement in Paris Universitas network will enable us to launch a special and compulsory alliance with the Master Degree of Cultural tourism of Paris Sorbonne • The alliance with Georgia State University will grant us the access to the new trend in Information Technology by keeping us in contact with high level IT researchers. • There is also a mandatory partnership with the French Museums: Musée d’Orsay, Musée du Louvre, Château de Versailles, Grand Palais and Musée Grévin. They are the key actors giving credibility to the seminar. Indeed, they are the best speakers on the subject. For example, the Information System of Chateau de Versailles and especially its websites reveal a high level implementation of IT. So they can provide us the IT skills (IT managers) and rich experience (non IT managers) onsite. The objective is to have a deep and constant access to the trend onsite. Finally, theses partnerships will provide us with rich resources for our program’s seminar and our network. However, these partnerships are also an exchange of mutual help. This is really important to draw a link between the Research Programs in the Universities and the customers on site. Through the partnerships our product has a central role to provide for a common understanding between the IT researchers and providers and the tourism industry requirements. During the advertising campaign, the launch of partnerships with tourism actors and local Universities are necessary. • The development of partnerships with tourism actors will help us to provide all facilities to our customers. The alliance with the air Flight Company named Emirates or hotels in Paris will not only give us capabilities and financial resources but also credibility beyond our customers showing a good organization and coordination. • The alliance with the local Universities can be also the way to expand our network: Sorbonne Abu Dhabi University, Qatar University and especially the Science and Technology University in Saudi Seminar MECTIS
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Arabia. Obviously the objective is to become gradually renowned by expanding our partnerships through a growing global network. Consequently, the long run preservation of these partnerships is essential: • For the R&D resources: it provides all the resources for the training programs and to feed our newsletter and research articles on the websites (portal and social network). • For the training: it gives easy access to high skilled speakers • For logistics: it is a way to keep our best service providers and so save time and budget. • For advertising and promotion processes: it supplies an empowering effect on the promotion campaign and gradually decreases the investment in the advertising. For the financial aspect: some partnerships can be really useful to find the financial support. Morning Day 1



Afternoon



Introduction + Cocktail presentation



Strategic analysis of cultural tourism in the Gulf Region



Morning session I: How to adapt IT to cultural tourism market?



Afternoon Session: Change Management: How adapt the structure to an IT implementation?



Day 2 Morning session II: Last use of new technologies in the cultural tourism sector



Morning session II: Shared experience from a professional from the IT sector Day 4
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Backstage visit



Paris Universitas



Georgia State University



Late Afternoon: Business Case about Change Management



Morning session I: Business Afternoon Session: Display of a Process Management in Cultural virtual visit of a musuem tourism Day 3



Partners



Late Afternoon: Shared experience from a professional from cultural tourism sector Interview / Debate with members of the board of directors
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4.3. Added Value : PORTER Value Chain 4.3.1.Primary Activities a. Inbound Logistics Our goal is to canvassing top-management executives. To fulfill this objective, our action will focus on: • Creating a blog that will be furnished with current & editorial articles on IT and cultural tourism • Launching free talks and conferences to introduce the leading program • Promoting partnerships with IT firms in relation with cultural tourism industry • Doing Information retrieval of potential clients as museums, tourist sites, ministries of tourism & culture b. Operations Our main objective is to enroll top-management executives into the proposed seminar by: • Providing an online registration • Hiring a new secretary to look after the administrative affairs • Hiring a webmaster to take care of the website’s settlement & maintenance c. Outbound Producing courses is one of the most important steps. Therefore, each of these issues should be raised: • Finding good teachers/speakers specialized in IT & cultural tourism ( that includes Dauphine Network Alumni, MCT teachers, Professionals working in cultural tourism or/and IT) • Developing teaching aids • Checking the seminar’s content with Dauphine’s board so as to be approved • Getting financial support from Dauphine University • Creating partnerships with local cultural industries using IT in order to organize visits backstage ( Musée d’Orsay, Le Louvre, Versailles, Grand Palais, Musée Grévin, etc)



d. Processes • During the seminar: • Day 1: A welcoming reception that introduce the program + a session start in the afternoon • Day 2 and 3: The sessions are displayed on 2 days • Day 4: Visit of a famous museum (Musée du Quai d’Orsay) or of a cultural site. This includes a backstage visit • Day 5: Examination + Certificate delivery • After the seminar: • Integration of the top-Management executives into the network • Sending newsletters and articles related to the subject to the network’s member • Evaluating the seminar through an online survey
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4.3.2. Support Activities a. Logistics The target is to provide all facilities to the attending executives offering a kind of package: • Supporting for legal procedures (visas…) • Developing several partnerships with • Hotels • Flight companies (Emirates) • Companies of transportation (outsourcing) for all kind of activities • It is also important to develop an efficient organization for a high-quality seminar by: • Running an efficient and effective administration supervision (rooms, planning, handouts) • Booking of two auditoriums (Raymond Aron and Auditorium 1), 2 computer rooms (numbers) and (nom de la salle de cocktail) • Supplying high technology equipment : beamers, microphones, screens • Providing internet access passwords



b. Human Resources Different profiles are needed to run efficiently the seminar: • Administrative staff: hiring a secretary running all the administrative processes (reporting ,booking, accounting) • Communication and marketing staff: Hiring two master degreed trainees or apprentices in communication and marketing in Paris Dauphine • Outsourcing the creation of websites to handle the activity and the maintenance: a webmaster • Teaching staff: • 2 IT (4 hours sessions)and 2 non IT managers of the Musée du Louvre, the Musée d’Orsay, the Chateau de Versailles (2 hours sessions) • 2 teachers from Dauphine (Master MCT) (2 hours sessions) • 2 teachers from Paris Universitas: (2 hours sessions) developing the partnership?? • Operational bilingual managers welcoming the attending executives onsite (Musée d’Orsay) c. Information Technologies Information system will obviously have a key role in all the processes of the seminar: Before and after the seminar: • Developing a high technology portal (information, booking, opinions, after service) • Developing a social network : • Making a link between the T&T industry actors • Providing all information on the theme (news, seminars around the world, report, articles on current research and development) During the seminar: • Providing computer workshops based on simulation of IS usage in cultural sites • Accessing Musée d’Orsay and Château de Versailles’ intranet (RFID information, cookies’ registering)
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d. Research and Development For the research and development it is really important to develop partnerships specialized in IT and tourism topics to provide a high quality and trendy training. • Developing partnerships with Georgia State University (IT): publishing articles on the social network • Developing partnerships with Master MCT in Paris Dauphine (tourism) • Developing partnerships with le Musée d’Orsay and le Chateau de Versailles to update the information in terms of innovation in IT.
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4.4. Action Plan



V. Financial Analysis 5.1. Budget options Regarding the budget we have three options: 1) Our first option would be to do just one seminar per year and increase the number of participants. However, this increase could reduce the quality of the courses and create issues regarding the reputation of the seminar. 2) Second, we could increase the price per unit of the seminar to increase net operating income. Here, there is a risk that we could be not competitive considering that we are new entrants in this market. Yet, it would be a good solution later on if the seminar is a success and earns a reputation. 3) Finally, the last possibility would be to purpose two sessions of the seminar to keep the same quality of courses and assure profitability (or attain the break even point). If we consider that we can achieve two sessions per year during the summer, we can amortize fixed costs.
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5.2. Income Statement In the table below, we compute profitability during two years for four sessions of seminar. We can see we attain the break-even point at the end of the second session of the seminar. After the second session of the seminar in 2011 (Year +1), we could increase quality of the seminar with generated profit (around 44,790 €) in adding accommodations, meals and others services with added value to be more competitive. But we should be take care of high fixed costs and assure before profitability.



Revenue



1st year : Seminar in 2010 1st Sess. Seminar 2nd Sess.



2nd year : Seminar in 2011 1st Sess. Seminar 2nd Sess.



Amount



Amount



Price unit



3 500,00 €



3 500,00 €



3 500,00 €



30



30



30



30



99 000,00 €



105 000,00 €



105 000,00 €



105 000,00 €



- €



- €



- €



- €



99 000,00 €



105 000,00 €



105 000,00 €



105 000,00 €



Less sales returns and allowances Net sales Cost of Sales



Amount



3 300,00 €



Volume Sales (nb of participants) Gross sales



Amount



1st Sess. Seminar Amount



2nd Sess.



1st Sess. Seminar



Amount



Amount



2nd Sess. Amount



Beginning inventory Plus goods purchased/manufactured Total goods available



- €



- €



- €



- €



- €



- €



- €



- €



- €



- €



- €



- €



Less ending inventory



- €



- €



- €



- €



(1) 1 364,87 €



1 364,87 €



1 497,37 €



1 497,37 €



97 635,13 €



103 635,13 €



103 502,63 €



103 502,63 €



Total cost of goods sold Gross profit (loss)



(1) Cost of goods sold (here: the seminar) = Courses (569,87 €) + (Cocktails + Drinks = 26,5 €) x 30 participants Operating Expenses



1st Sess. Seminar Amount



2nd Sess.



1st Sess. Seminar



Amount



Amount



2nd Sess. Amount



Selling Advertising



118 900,00 €



Total selling expenses



118 900,00 €



- €



(1) 89 175,00 €



- €



89 175,00 €



General/Administrative Salaries and wages



72 472,00 €



1 secretary



48 000,00 €



48 000,00 €



2 apprentices Total General/Administrative expenses Total operating expenses



24 472,00 €



24 472,00 €



72 472,00 €



- €



72 472,00 €



- €



191 372,00 €



- €



161 647,00 €



- €



Net income before taxes



- 93 736,87 €



103 635,13 €



- 58 144,37 €



103 502,63 €
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Taxes on income Net income after taxes Interests of loan for 9 months (Nov>July) Report gain/loss Net Income Prior Sem Income tax on extraordinary gain Net Income (Loss)



- 93 736,87 €



103 635,13 €



(2) 5 741,16 €



- 99 478,03 €



Computation of loan interests: Interest Rate for 1 year Interest Rate for 9 months



- 58 144,37 €



103 502,63 €



(4) 4 724,70 € (3) - 99 478,03 €



4 157,10 €



(5) - 58 711,97 €



4 157,10 €



- 58 711,97 €



44 790,66 €



4% 3,00%



(1) After 1 year of full activity in Advertising, we suggest reducing these expenses of 25 % to minimize fixed costs. (2) Interests of loan for operating expenses. (3) Profit Seminar second session minus Loss Seminar first session. (4) Interests of (Operating expenses minus Profit in Net Income Second Session Seminar One) (5) Profit Seminar second session minus Loss Seminar first session.



5.3. Price seminar and profitability Net Income Price Seminar 2 3 300 3 400 3 500



Price Seminar 1 3 300 3 400 -1 843 1 157 4 157 4 157 7 157



3 500



10 157



In order to get these results, we used the previous table. We simulated different prices to have the best profitability for 30 participants. Entering the market, it would be a good decision to give a discount price, especially for the first session. As shown in the table below, we can attain the break-even point with a price of 3,300 € for the first session and 3,400 € for the second. It would be necessary to adapt the price about the real demand and then propose most interesting prices.
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VI. Risk Analysis MECTIS is a new seminar that is quite unusual. It will offer new skills in the cultural tourism sector thanks to the integration of new technologies. In order to avoid human, material or logistic problems, a risk analysis that goes with a contingency plan is made. Risk Analysis



Contingency Plan



Human Risks:  Non attendance of professors/ speakers



To avoid the non attendance, the secretary should ask the professors/Speakers for a confirmation response 2 weeks before the beginning of the program otherwise he/she will be replaced immediately



 Breakdown of a partnership



Organize twice-yearly meetings so as to being able to evaluate the needs of each protagonist. The partnership could evolve according to the seminar’s requirements. Also, MECTIS have to develop different partnerships to not be dependent on only one. This risk is the most problematic. To avoid it :



 Not enough Executives to attend the seminar



> Do partnerships with different universities to promote the MECTIS > Gain a reliable network in the Gulf region interested in MECTIS > Listen to feedbacks to adapt the seminar to real needs and be in a certain way personalized > Do ad campaign, create a blog translated in Arabic and English



Material Risks :  Unpaid seminar or delays in the Executives attending the seminar will have to pay 2 payment weeks at least before the beginning of the program. All kind of payment are accepted ( online payment, Checks, etc)  Un-adapted Software MECTIS should acquire software for virtual visit of museums and update them each year Logistic Risks:  Website not working well



 Fishing the website



Seminar MECTIS



A webmaster should be in charge of the maintenance of the website. He has also to assure the security of the payments online. Assure authenticity by SSL Marketing Project
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 Delays in the delivering of the teaching aid



 No room found



All the documents should be centralized to avoid loss of time and lack of coordination. The secretary will have to receive all the electronic aids 1 week before the beginning of the program so as to be able to print them. The secretary will use Dauphine’s software to book rooms 2 to 4 weeks before the beginning of the seminar.



VII. Conclusion After analyzing the environment and the opportunities of such a project, we finally got to the point of thinking that MECTIS would be a great opportunity for Université Paris Dauphine, first to extend its influence to the Gulf countries, but above all to confirm its positioning as a high-quality, research -innovative, and professionalizing institution. The Gulf countries’ cultural tourism potential, their willingness to improve IT solutions, and their financial resources are three very important points which make us think that MECTIS would be a real added value tool to the executives working in cultural tourism in those countries. Indeed, the product we propose will enable those executive managers to learn from and experiment the French know-how in Cultural Tourism and New technologies. As our previous analyses showed, this seminar is particularly adapted to the growing demand of the Gulf region in IT knowledge, and the increasing development of cultural tourism in this area. By launching this seminar, we propose a very innovative product which exists nowhere yet. Of course, there are risks and a not insignificant need of investment, for this project, but it could lead to really good profits for Dauphine, and also an international fame which would benefit to the University in other fields. Dauphine is well-know for its diplomas in Finance, let it become an expert in Information Technologies, and specifically for Cultural Tourism.
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